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We present some recent measurements performed using 514 fb−1 of e+e− collisions collected
with the BaBar detector at the PEP-II asymmetric collider at SLAC. First we present a study
of the decay τ± → K±KSντ : we measure the branching fraction B(τ± → K±KSντ ), the mass
spectrum of the K±KS system and the spectral function. Our results are in agreement with and
improve upon previous measurements. We then report a search for a dark boson A′ produced
in the reaction e+e− → γA′ in invisible final states A′ → χχ̄ . We find no evidence for such
processes and set 90% confidence level upper limits on the coupling strength of A′ as a function
of the A′ mass mA′ . In particular, our limits exclude the values of the A′ coupling suggested by
the dark-photon interpretation of the muon (g− 2) anomaly. Finally we report the search for a
light non-Standard Model gauge boson Z′ coupling only to the second and third lepton families.
Our results significantly improve current limits and further constrain the remaining region of the
allowed parameter space.
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1. Introduction

We present recent results obtained using data recorded by the BaBar detector at the PEP-II
asymmetric-energy e+e− storage rings operated at the SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory. The
data sample consists of 424 fb−1 of e+e− collisions recorded at the center-of-mass (CM) energy
of the ϒ(4S) resonance, 27.8 fb−1 of data recorded at the ϒ(3S), 13.6 fb−1 of data collected at the
ϒ(2S) resonance and 48 fb−1 off-resonance data [1]. A detailed description of the BaBar detector
is given elsewhere [2].

2. Measurement of the spectral function in τ−→ K−KSντ decays

With a production cross section of 0.92 nb at the CM energy of the ϒ(4S) [3], roughly 109

τ leptons have been produced at BaBar. This large data sample offers the opportunity for high
precision measurements in τ decays. Herein we present a measurement of B(τ−→ K−KSντ) and
of the spectral function of this decay defined as [4]

V (q) =
m8

τ

12πC(q)|Vud |2
B(τ−→ K−KSντ)

B(τ−→ e−ντ ν̄e)

1
N

dN
dq

, (2.1)

where mτ is the τ mass, q = mK−KS is the invariant mass of the K−KS system, Vud is an element of
the CKM matrix, (dN/dq)/N is the normalized K−KS mass spectrum, and C(q) is the phase space
correction factor given by

C(q) = q(m2
τ −q2)2(m2

τ +2q2). (2.2)

Under the conserved-vector-current hypothesis, Eq. 2.1 is related to the isovector part of the
e+e−→ K+K− cross section

σ
I=1
e+e−→K+K−(q) =

4π2α2

q2 V (q), (2.3)

where α is the fine structure constant. We select e+e− → τ+τ− signal events in which τ− →
K−KSντ and the τ+ decays leptonically (τ+→ l+νl ν̄τ , l = e or µ) (and charge conjugated decays).
The KS candidate is reconstructed in the KS→ π+π− decay mode. To select the events we require
four charged tracks and zero net charge, one identified lepton (electron or muon) and an identified
kaon of opposite charge. Lepton candidates must satisfy pl > 1.2 GeV/c in the laboratory frame,
and pl,CM < 4.5 GeV/c in the CM. The K− candidate must have 0.4 < pK < 5 GeV/c, and the
cosine of its polar angle must lie between −0.7374 < cosθK < 0.9005. The invariant mass of the
two remaining pion candidates must lie within 25 MeV/c2 of the nominal KS mass and the KS flight
length rKS , must be larger than 1 cm. The total energy in neutral clusters, Etot , must be less than
2 GeV and magnitude of the thrust [5] for the event, must be greater than 0.875. Finally the angle
defined by the momentum of the lepton and that of the K−KS system in the CM must be larger
than 110 degrees. The selection criteria suppress the τ background by 3.5 orders of magnitude and
the qq̄ background by 5.5. Background events surviving the selection consists of events with the
decay τ− → K−KSπ0ντ (79%), events with a misidentified kaon from τ− → π−KSντ (10%) and
τ−→ π−KSπ0ντ (3%), and events with a misidentified lepton from τ+→ π+ν̄τ and τ+→ π+π0ν̄τ

(7%). The detection efficiency obtained after applying the selection criteria is calculated using
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signal MC simulation as a function of the true mK−KS mass and is weakly dependent on mK−KS . The
average over the mK−KS mass range is ' 13%.

The branching ratio of the τ−→ K−KSντ decay is obtained as

B(τ−→ K−KSντ) =
Nexp

2LBlepσττ

= (0.739±0.011±0.020)×10−3, (2.4)

where Nexp is the total number of signal events in the spectrum, L is the integrated luminosity, σττ

is the e+e−→ τ+τ− cross section and Blep is the sum of electronic and muonic branching fractions
[6]. This result is in good agreement and has comparable precision to existing measurement of
B(τ−→ K−KSντ) [7]. The measured mass spectrum mK−KS is shown in Fig. 1 (left) and compared
to the CLEO measurement [8]. The two results are in good agreement; however the BaBar mea-
surement is far more precise. The spectral function V (q) calculated using Eq. 2.1 is shown in Fig.
1 (right). This result represents the first measurement of V (q).

Figure 1: K−KS invariant mass spectrum (left) measured by BaBar (circles) compared to the CLEO’s mea-
surement [8] (squares) (only statistical uncertainties are shown) and the spectral function measured by BaBar
(right). Because of the large error in the mass interval 1.66-1.78 GeV/c2, which exceeds the scale y-axis, the
value of V (q) in this interval is not shown.

3. Search for the dark photon in invisible final states

We search for the process e+e−→ γA′, followed by invisible decays of the A′→ χχ̄ in 53 fb−1

of data collected in 2007-2008 with CM energies near the ϒ(2S), ϒ(3S), and ϒ(4S) resonances
with a special “single photon” trigger. The A′ is supposed to be produced via kinetic mixing
with the standard model photon with coupling ε and mass A′. The signal signature would thus
be a peak in the missing mass M2

X = s− 2Eγ

√
s/c2, where s is the square of the CM energy.

Two different single-photon trigger lines were used for this search the high-energy photon line
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(“LowM”), which accepts events with a cluster in the electro-magnetic calorimeter (EMC) with
energy E > 2 GeV in the CM frame and no tracks originating from the interaction region (IR),
and a low-energy line (“HighM”), which requires an EMC cluster with energy E > 1 GeV and
no tracks originating from the IR. The total data sample collected with the “LowM” triggers is 53
fb−1 while the total data sample collected with the “HighM” triggers is 35.9 fb−1. We then tighten
the selection requiring Eγ > 3 GeV and no drift chambers (DCH) tracks with CM momentum
p > 1 GeV/c for the “LowM” selection and Eγ > 1.5 GeV/c and no DCH tracks with momentum
p > 0.1 GeV/c for the “HighM” selection. This selection naturally splits the dataset into two
broad MX ranges: the “LowM” selection is used for the low MX region −4 < M2

X < 36 GeV2/c4

where the dominant background is the QED process e+e−→ γγ , peaking at MX ' 0 (Eγ '
√

s/2).
Because of the orientation of the EMC crystals, which point towards the IR, one of the photons may
escape detection even if it is within the nominal EMC acceptance. The “HighM” trigger selection
defines the high MX range 24 < M2

X < 69 GeV2/c4; this region is dominated by the low-angle
radiative Bhabha events e+e−→ e+e−γ , in which both the electron and the positron are outside the
detector acceptance. We require photon candidates to have |cosθ |< 0.6 to reject radiative Bhabha
events that peak in the forward and backward directions. We also require the event to contain no
charged particle tracks. Further selection is obtained using a multivariate boosted decision tree
(BDT) [10] discriminant based on 12 different discriminating variables. The BDTs are trained
separately in “LowM” and “HighM” regions. Each BDT is trained using an equal number of
simulated signal events, with uniformly distributed A′ masses, and background events from the
ϒ(3S) on-peak sample. The final selection is defined using a statistically independent sample with
the same composition as those used for BDT training and is optimized to minimize the expected
upper limit on the cross section σA′ of e+e−→ γA′. These samples are used also to measure signal
efficiency. The cross section σA′ is measured as a function of the assumed mass mA′ by performing
a series of un-binned extended maximum likelihood fits to M2

X ; mA′ is varied in steps roughly equal
to half of the mass resolution. A set of simultaneous fits to ϒ(2S), ϒ(3S), and for the “LowM”
region ϒ(4S) datasets is performed. The signal PDF is described by a Crystal Ball function [11]
around the nominal value m2

A′ while the background PDF is given by the sum of two components
a peaking contribution from e+e− → γγ events described by a Crystal Ball function, and a non-
peaking contribution from e+e− → γe+e− which is described by a second order polynomial for
mA′ ≤ 5.5 GeV/c2 and a sum of exponentiated polynomials for 5.5 < mA′ ≤ 8.0 GeV/c2. The
largest contribution to the systematic error in the signal yield are from the shape of the signal
and background PDFs, and the uncertainties in the efficiency of signal and trigger selections. The
most significant deviation of ε from zero occurs for mA′ = 6.21 GeV/c2 and corresponds to a local
significance S = 3.1, where S = 2ln(Lmax/L0), Lmax is the maximum value of the likelihood, and
L0 is the value of the likelihood with the signal yield fixed to zero. The probability to find such
a deviation in any of the 166 mA′ points in the absence of signal is ' 1%, corresponding to a
significance of 2.6σ . The 90% confidence level (CL) upper limit on ε as a function of mA′ is shown
in Fig. 2. Our results [12] exclude the dark-photon coupling as the explanation for the (g− 2)µ

[13] anomaly and place stringent constraints over a broad range of parameter space, significantly
improving previous results. This search complements previous searches carried out at BaBar for
visible dark photon decays [14]-[15].
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Figure 2: Upper limits at 90% CL on the mixing strength ε as a function of mA′ excluded by this work
compared to the previous constraints as well as the region preferred by the (g−2)µ anomaly.

4. Search for a muonic dark force

SM particles and interactions are insufficient to explain cosmological and astrophysical ob-
servations of dark matter. A possible scenario is represented by new hidden sectors that are only
feebly coupled to the SM. In the simplest case of a hidden U(1) gauge interaction, such a sector
contains its own gauge bosons Z′ and SM fields may directly couple to the Z′, or alternatively the
Z′ boson may mix with the SM hypercharge boson [16]. In the latter case, the Z′ couplings are
proportional to the SM gauge couplings; however, due to large couplings to electrons and light-
flavor quarks, such scenarios are strongly constrained by existing searches [17]. If SM fields are
directly charged under the dark force instead, the Z′ may interact preferentially with heavy-flavor
leptons, greatly reducing the sensitivity of current searches. Such interactions could account for
the experimentally measured value of the muon anomalous magnetic dipole moment [18], as well
as the discrepancy in the proton radius extracted from measurements of the Lamb shift in muonic
hydrogen compared to observations in non-muonic atoms [19, 20]. In the following we report a
search for dark bosons Z′ with vector couplings only to the second and third generations of leptons
[21] in e+e−→ µ+µ−Z′, Z′→ µ+µ−. For this search we use the full BaBar data sample. About
5% of the data set is used to validate and optimize the analysis method; the rest of the data was only
examined after finalizing the analysis method. For the background study we use MC samples. Sig-
nal MC events are generated using MadGraph 5 [22] and hadronized in Pythia 6 [23] for Z′ mass
hypotheses from the dimuon mass threshold to 10.3 GeV/c2. We select events with exactly two
pairs of oppositely charged tracks, consistent with the e+e−→ µ+µ−Z′, Z′ → µ+µ− final state.
The muons are identified by multivariate particle identification algorithms for each track. We re-
quire the sum of energies of the deposits in the electromagnetic calorimeter that are not associated
to any track to be less than 200 MeV. We reject events coming from the ϒ(3S) and ϒ(2S), where
ϒ(2S,3S)→ π+π−ϒ(1S), ϒ(1S)→ µ+µ− if the dimuon combination lies within 100 MeV/c2 of
the ϒ(1S) mass. The lower part of the four-muon invariant mass spectrum, m4µ < 9 GeV/c2, is well
reproduced by the Monte Carlo simulation while the MC simulation overestimates the full energy
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peak by about 30% and fails to reproduce the radiative tail. This, however, is expected because the
Diag36 [24] simulation used to simulate e+e− → µ+µ−µ+µ− does not simulate the initial state
radiation (ISR). We select e+e− → µ+µ−µ+µ− events by requiring a four-muon invariant mass
distribution within 500 MeV/c2 of the nominal center-of-mass energy. We also require the tracks
to originate from the interaction point to within its uncertainty and constraining the center-of-mass
energy of the system to be within the beam energy spread. We do not attempt to select a single
Z′→ µ+µ− candidate per event, but instead consider all possible combinations. The most impor-
tant contribution on the invariant mass peak besides the QED process e+e−→ µ+µ−µ+µ− comes
from ϒ(2S)→ π+π−J/ψ , J/ψ→ µ+µ−. We extract the signal yield by a series of unbinned likeli-
hood fits to the spectrum of the reduced dimuon mass mR, defined as mR =

√
m2

µ+µ−−4m2
µ , within

the range of 0.212 < mR < 10 GeV/c2 and 0.212 < mR < 9 GeV/c2 for the ϒ(4S) resonance data
and ϒ(2S) and ϒ(3S) resonances data, respectively. We exclude a region of ±30 MeV/c2 around
the nominal J/ψ mass. We probe a total of 2219 mass hypotheses. The signal efficiency at low
masses is about 35% and rises to about 50% around mR = 6−7 GeV/c2 to dropping again at higher
values of the reduced dimuon mass. The cross section of e+e− → µ+µ−Z′, Z′ → µ+µ− is ex-
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of the Z′ mass (left) and the 90% CL upper limits on the new gauge coupling g′ as a function of the Z′

mass, together with the constraints derived from the production of a µ+µ− pairs in νµ scattering (“Trident”)
[26] (right). The region consistent with the discrepancy between the calculated and measured anomalous
magnetic moment of the muon within 2σ is shaded in red.

tracted as a function of Z′ mass. The black band at ∼ 3.1 GeV/c2 indicates the excluded region.
We find the largest local significance is 4.3σ around a Z′ mass of 0.82 GeV/c2 that corresponds to
a global significance of 1.6σ ; this is consistent with the null-hypothesis [25]. We also derive 90%
confidence level (CL) Bayesian upper limit on the cross section of e+e−→ µ+µ−Z′, Z′→ µ+µ−

as shown in Fig. 3 (left). We consider all uncertainties to be uncorrelated except for the uncertain-
ties of the luminosity and efficiency. Finally, we extract the corresponding 90% CL on the coupling
parameter g′ by assuming the equal magnitude vector couplings muons, taus and the corresponding
neutrinos together with the existing limits from Borexino [27] and neutrino experiments as shown
in Fig. 3 (right).
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